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We are looking at...

1.  A hot plasma, 

2. Held together (“confined”) by gravity,

3.  Powered by nuclear fusion.



Some laboratory stars:

TFTR device at 
Princeton

Break-even 
fusion energy 
production, 

1994.



DIII-D toroidal device (tokamak) at General Atomics 



Tokamak

General Atomics

Spherical Torus

PPPL (also EU) Superconducting
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A Range of Toroidal Magnetic Configurations 

is Being Studied Worldwide
Toroidal proliferation: samples



Joint project of
EU, Japan, 
Russia, US, 

China, Korea, 
India

ITER 
(“The  Way”) 

Construction begins in 2008, in France



 A hot plasma, confined 
by gravity: long lifetime.

  

A cooler plasma, not 
confined: very short 
lifetime.

Unconfined plasmas disperse and quench.

Two plasmas:



Plasma confinement

Cool plasma is easy to confine

But fusion plasma cannot survive contact 
with any wall:  heat loss quenches plasma  
(only minor damage to wall).



Gravitational force, directed toward center

Solar plasma 
confinement:

Gravity holds plasma 
together for fusion to 
occur

But gravitational force 
is proportional to mass: 

Solar confinement works because sun is large and massive



Solar corona: a different 
sort of confinement

Filaments and loops 
reveal charged 
particles trapped on 
magnetic field lines

Magnetic force is 
independent of mass: 
acts equally on large and 
small scales



Magnetic force links plasma (charged 
particles) to “field lines” 

Motion across field lines is tightly constrained; but 
motion along field lines is not affected. (“2-D 
confinement.”)



Essence of magnetic 
confinement

Magnetic field lines must lie on (everywhere tangent 
to) a surface.  This magnetic surface must be

1.  Closed:  no edges

2. Bounded:  fits inside a building

Magnetic force will confine charged nuclei inside 
such a surface; if hot enough, they will collide at 
high speed to eventually fuse.
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Closed magnetic surface 
must be toroidal

TokamakKrispy Kreme

No ends to cap: field lines cover surface



Summarize:  confinement 
and topology

Gravity!sphere

Magnetism!torus 



Confinement is the main thing, 
not the only thing...

Equilibrium must be stable
-historically, the hardest puzzle

Plasma must be heated (energy investment)
-induction heating, plus microwave heating

Fuel must be supplied
-breeding tritium is an engineering challenge

Etc.



Magnetic confinement is not 
perfect

Collisions between particles cause occasional 
jumps between neighboring field lines

! gradual loss of particle and heat

Magnetic curvature (inter alia) causes slow drifts 
of particles off field lines

! enhanced losses

Residual instabilities cause fluctuating electric 
fields

! more serious turbulent heat loss







Turbulent heat loss:

Hot plasma bubbles up 
from interior

No surprise...



State of Confinement- A quick review

At this time, the Tokamaks, in particular while operating in the so called
H-mode, are the most established/ best confining devices
But we do not yet fully understand the physical processes that are the
determinants of ”good” confinement in H-modes
Confinement and therefore tokamak fusion is not yet a well-defined
Engineering project- far from it. We cannot just extrapolate to high Q
fusion machines of the future from our experimental investigations on
the current machines .
simple scaling laws may be not just inadequate, they could positively
lead us astray- So Physics needs to be understood, tried and tested on
current machines and then applied to the appropriate regimes of future
machines- ITER and beyond
Our group at IFS is head over heals involved in this process of
unearthing the physics that will give us the best H-modes - the results to
date are encouraging but we have ways to go
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